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Las estructuras compuestas auto desplegables son atractivas para aplicaciones espaciales por 
proporcionar soluciones sencillas, ligeras, de bajo costo y que pueden reemplazar sistemas mecánicos. 
Estas estructuras se pueden plegar y utilizar la energía de tensión almacenada para su auto despliegue. 
Todavía, estas estructuras son difíciles de diseñar, fabricar y optimizar. 

Este artículo describe el proceso de diseño y optimización de una articulación elástica para un satélite de 
telecomunicaciones considerando especificaciones estructurales y de frecuencia, utilizando análisis de 
elementos finitos, fabricación y pruebas experimentales. Además, el documento detalla la secuencia de 
algoritmos de optimización utilizados para producir una solución capaz de cumplir con las 
especificaciones de diseño originales. 

La evaluación estructural consiste en modelar numericamente la articulación durante el proceso de 
plegado, mediante una formulación explícita. Este modelo se correlaciona bien con los datos 
experimentales y se usó para evaluar el daño instalado en la articulación utilizando vários criterios de 
daño. 

El análisis de frecuencia considera la modelación numérica de la articulación y una antena de satélite de 
telecomunicaciones. Este modelo se utilizó para estimar la frecuencia natural del sistema. 

Los resultados muestran que una metodología de diseño que utiliza un algoritmo genético (AG) para una 
búsqueda global, seguida de un método de optimización de enjambre de partículas (OEP) para una 
búsqueda local, proporciona un buen abordaje para el problema de optimización. También se muestra 
que la eficiencia de estos algoritmos se puede maximizar adaptando su arquitectura y parámetros 
internos. 
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Design and optimization of a self-deployable composite structure 
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Self-deployable composite structures are attractive for space applications as they provide lightweight, low 
cost and simple solutions that can replace mechanical systems. These structures can be folded and use the 
stored strain energy to promote a self-deployment event. However, these structures present design, 
manufacture and optimize challenges. 

This article describes the process of designing and optimizing an elastic-hinge, for a telecommunication 
satellite considering both structural and frequency requirements using finite element analysis, 
manufacturing and experimental testing. Furthermore, the paper details the sequence of optimization 
algorithms that were used to produce a solution capable of meeting the original design specifications. 

The structural assessment consists of the elastic-hinge numerical modelling during the folding process, by 
means of an explicit formulation. This model correlates well to the experimental test data and was used to 
evaluate the damage installed in the hinge using a pletfora of damage criteria. 

The frequency analysis considers the numerical modelling of a system constituted by the elastic-hinge and 
a telecommunication satellite antenna. This model was used to estimate the natural frequency of the 
system. 

Results show that a design methodology which uses a genetic algorithm (GA) for a global search, followed 
by a particle swarm optimization (PSO) method for a local search provides a good approach to the 
optimization problem. It is also shown that the efficiency of these algorithms can be maximized by tailoring 
their architecture and internal parameters. 
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 Symbols and Abbreviations 

CNC Computer Numerical Control 

ESA European Space Agency 

FEA Finite Element Analysis 

GA Genetic Algorithm 

MARSIS Mars Advanced Radar for Surface and 
Ionosphere Sounding 

PSO Particle Swarm Optimization 

푨 Ply angle 

푪ퟎ Coefficient of inertia 

푪ퟏ Coefficient of cognitive behavior 

푪ퟐ Coefficient of social behavior 

푬ퟏퟏ Young’s modulus in the direction 11 

푬ퟐퟐ Young’s modulus in the direction 22 

푮ퟏퟐ Shear modulus in the direction 12 

푰푭 Index of failure 

푷 Penalty factor 

푷풆풓풇 Performance value 

푷풏 Number of plies 

푹풊 Internal radius of the composite tube 

푹ퟏ,푹ퟐ Radius of the left or right circle of the slot 

푹ퟏ풓,푹ퟐ풓 Ratio between the width of the slot and 푅  or 푅  

푺푫 Slot’s displacement relatively to the longitudinal 
axis of the tube 

푺푳 Slot’s length 

흂ퟏퟐ Poison’s coefficient in the direction 12 

흂ퟐퟑ Poison’s coefficient in the direction 23 

푿풕 Longitudinal tensile strength 

푿풄 Longitudinal compressive strength 

풀풕 Transverse tensile strength 

풀풄 Transverse compressive strength 

 Introduction 
In spacecraft design, one of the major constraints is the 
capability of the launcher, considering both size and total 
mass. Designs that are based on large, rigid structures are 
constrained in size by the dimensions of the fairing. At the 
same time, developing launchers capable of sending larger 
payloads is an extremely difficult task. Given this scenario, 
adopting deployable structures, capable of changing their 
configuration from a packed and compact form to a large and 
deployed state once the payload is in orbit, is a highly 
attractive solution [1]. First, metallic solutions were developed 
and then upgraded to lighter composite systems that deploy by 
releasing the strain energy stored during the compaction 
process [2], [3]. Well-known applications of this concept are 
the elastic-hinges included in the monopole and dipole 
antennas of MARSIS (Mars Advanced Radar for Surface and 
Ionosphere Sounding), which allowed the folding of antennas 
with lengths up to 20 meters [4] (Figure 1 and Figure 2, 
respectively).  

 
Figure 1. Functioning of an elastic-hinge (adapted from [5]). 

 
Figure 2. Monopole and dipole antennas of MARSIS (adapted from 
[6]). 

However, deployable structures have two opposing 
requirements: flexibility to sustain high strain deformations and 
rigidity to support external loads and/or reach certain natural 
frequencies [2]–[4], [7]–[11]. 

Numerical models that predict the stress-strain state of the 
material have aided the design of these structures, which 
require high strain capability and damage tolerance [5], [12], 
[13]. Despite the fact that designs that minimize the damage 
installed in the structure have been reported in the literature, a 
geometry that does not initiate damage during operation while 
meeting frequency requirements has not been found [4]. As an 
example, the experimental validation of the antennas of 
MARSIS, designed to have a natural frequency higher than 
0.05Hz, reports “no significant damage to the fully flight 
representative hardware” [4]. 

Furthermore, in recent years, the European Space Agency 
(ESA) considered that telecommunication satellites could 
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employ this technology. Once again, the objective is to replace 
mechanical arms with a lighter solution. However, the 
antennas of these satellites require a natural frequency higher 
than 1.0Hz, 20 times above the requirements of MARSIS [14], 
and 100 times higher than the natural frequency obtained by 
implementing solutions available in the literature [5]. This 
increases the difficulty of meeting the opposing requirements 
that characterize deployable structures and their applications. 

 Framework 
Given the difficulties involved in the design of deployable 
structures, the increasing requirements and their potential use, 
this paper aims at applying optimization algorithms to find an 
optimal solution of an elastic-hinge capable of meeting 
damage and frequency requirements. 

During this research, numerical models capable of estimating 
the natural frequency and the structural integrity of the 
structure were implemented. The structural model was 
experimentally validated using a representative specimen of 
the elastic-hinge, comparing the numerical and experimental 
folding behavior and the forces involved in the process. The 
experimental validation of the natural frequency model was 
performed and reported in [15], therefore, it was not repeated 
in this investigation. 

The numerical models were integrated in an optimization 
process that used them to estimate the frequency and 
structural behavior of possible elastic-hinge designs. The 
optimization process was divided in two section: first, a global 
and discrete search that utilized a genetic algorithm (GA), 
then, a local and continuous search through a particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) method. A meta-optimization process was 
used in an attempt to find the most suitable internal 
parameters for the aforementioned optimization algorithms. 

The approach was validated experimentally. However, the 
output obtained did not comply with the design requirements. 
Therefore, a second iteration of the slot hinge geometry was 
investigated numerically and the results discussed. 

 Design Requirements 
In this research, the deployable structure considered is a 
composite arm with two integrated elastic-hinges. Each end of 
the arm should be connected to the satellite and to an 
antenna, respectively. Figure 3 best describes the application. 

 
Figure 3. Description of the deployable system considered in this 
research. 

The design requirements include geometric and functional 
requisites. From a functional point of view, the deployable 
structure should have a natural frequency higher than 1.0Hz 
and should not initiate damage during operation. In this 
research, the damage requirement is evaluated by means of 
different failure criteria: Hashin’s failure criteria, Azzi-Tsai-Hill, 

Tsai-Hill, Tsai-Wu and Maximum Stress. It is assumed that no 
damage has initiated during operation if the maximum index of 
every failure of these criteria is lower than 1.0. From a 
geometric perspective, it is imposed that the arm should have 
a circular cross-section, whose diameter cannot exceed 
200.0mm. 

These requirements correspond to the minimum requirements 
for this application, as reported in [14]. To obtain a more robust 
solution, a safety factor of 10% was applied to the frequency 
and damage requirements. This implies that the natural 
frequency should be higher than 1.1Hz and that the index of 
failure must be lower than 0.9 for all the criteria under 
assessment. 

Additionally, it is assumed that the location of the elastic-
hinges in the deployable arm is fixed and that the antenna to 
be attached on its free-end has a mass of 27kg. The center of 
mass of the antenna is located at 1.4m away from the tip of the 
arm. 

As a result of these restrictions, the modifiable parameters are: 
the radius of the arm, the material, number of plies, ply-
orientation and the geometry of the slot that characterizes the 
elastic-hinge. 

 Numerical Details 
Finite element analysis was carried out to estimate the natural 
frequency and structural integrity of the system, using 
ABAQUS®. In this section, the implemented numerical models 
are described. Both models consider a parametrization of the 
modelled geometry, which is described in detail in section 7.1, 
allowing an easy modification of the numerical models. 

 Natural Frequency Model 
The natural frequency finite element model considers the 
integrated system composed by the composite arm with two 
elastic-hinges and the antenna attached to its free-end.  

The antenna is represented as a point mass of 27kg, located 
1.4m away from the tip of the composite arm and connected to 
it through a beam multi-point constraint. The other end of the 
composite arm is fixed, representing its attachment to the 
satellite. Figure 4 represents these boundary conditions 
applied to a generic antenna arm. 

 
Figure 4. Highlight of the boundary conditions considered in the 
natural frequency model. 

The deployable arm was modelled with three-dimensional 
deformable shell elements with 4 nodes (S4R in ABAQUS®) 
and reduced integration. Each element had an average size of 
2.5mm. The material properties introduced in the numerical 
model are summarized in Table 1. 

The natural frequency is determined using a linear perturbation 
analysis, which applies the Lanczos algorithm. This approach 
has been used several times in the literature to estimate the 
natural frequency of similar deployable structures [5], [12], [16] 
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and even some different concepts [17]. It has been 
experimentally validated in [15], reporting an error of 6% 
between numerical and experimental results for the first natural 
frequency and 20% for the higher order frequencies.  

Since the objective of the natural frequency model is to 
estimate the first natural frequency of the system and that an 
error of only 6% was observed through experimental 
validation, the numerical model is considered suitable for this 
investigation. 

This numerical model considers a parametrization of the 
geometry of the structure, allowing an easy modification of the  
geometry of the modelled structure  

 Structural Model 
The structural model considers a segment of the composite 
arm, corresponding to only one elastic-hinge. Similarly to the 
natural frequency model, three-dimensional deformable shell 
elements with 4 nodes (S4R in ABAQUS ®) and reduced 
integration were used to model the elastic-hinge. Nonetheless, 
to reduce the computational cost of the finite element model, 
the elastic-hinge was divided in three regions, as shown in 
Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. Highlight of the different regions considered in the structural 
model. Each region is represented with a different colour (blue, dark-
grey and light-grey) and has a different mesh size. 

The central region, highlighted with a light-grey colour, 
corresponds to the area where the slot of the elastic-hinge is 
located and where the highest stress concentration occurs. 
Therefore, the numerical model considers the existence of a 
composite layup feature with multiple plies in this region, 
allowing a more detailed analysis of the stress and strain state 
of each element. The elements in this region had an 
approximate size of 2.5mm. 

The other two regions do not sustain significant stresses or 
strains. This fact makes them only relevant for the analysis of 
the folding and deployment behaviours of the elastic-hinge to 
capture the full component rigidity behaviour when solicited. 
Since their stress and strain states are not significant from a 
design point of view, they were modelled as a single layer of 
elements with the homogenized properties of the composite. 
This procedure reduces the number of calculations in the 
model and, therefore, the computational time. The elements in 
the blue region had an approximate average size of 4mm, 
while the elements in the dark-grey region create a transition 
between both neighbour meshes. 

In order to replicate the experimental testing equipment, the 
applied boundary conditions consider the existence of two 
holders, responsible for supporting the ends of the composite 
arm. An angular rotation is applied, forcing the arm to fold, and 
two plates, that pinch the tapes of the elastic hinge, force them 
to bend before the folding of the component starts. These 
boundary conditions are in accordance with [5] and 
represented in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Visual representation of the three folding steps (image 
adapted from [5]). 

 Validation of the Structural Model 
The structural model was validated experimentally by 
comparing the experimental and numerical torque-angle 
curves. These curves indicate the total torque that is applied at 
the ends of the elastic-hinge to fold it, as a function of the 
folding angle, and were first used as a validation method in 
[13] and [18]. 

The following sections describe in detail the materials used, 
geometry of the specimens, experimental setup, calibration 
procedure and output comparison.  

 Materials and Specimens 
The material considered in this research was AS4/8552, an 
unidirectional carbon/epoxy system provided by Hexcel. The 
mechanical properties implemented in the models are 
summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Elastic and strength properties of AS4/8552, according to [19] 
and [20], respectively. 

 Property Value Unit 

Elastic properties 

퐸  128 GPa 

퐸  7625 MPa 

휈  0.35 - 

휈  0.45 - 

퐺  4358 MPa 

Strength properties 

푋  2300 MPa 

푋  1200 MPa 

푌  100 MPa 

푌  220 MPa 

푆  100 MPa 

The geometry of the specimens used in the experimental 
validation is described by Figure 8. This geometry consists on 
a tubular structure with two 0.18125mm thick plies oriented at 
+/- 45º, an internal diameter of 39mm and a cut-out, defining 
the slot of the elastic-hinge. 
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Figure 7. Test rig used for measure the torque as a function of the folding angle.

 
Figure 8. Geometry of the specimen used for the experimental 
validation of the structural model. 

Each specimen was manufactured by  hand lay-up and cured 
in an autoclave according to the manufacturer specifications. 
Then, the slot was cut using a CNC machine. 

 Experimental Setup and Procedure 
The torque necessary to fold the elastic-hinge as a function of 
the folding angle was used to validate the numerical model. A 
custom test rig (Figure 7) was developed based on the work 
described in [13], [18]. The rig consists of two sets of holders 
that support the composite tube, and are able to apply torsion 
at both ends of the tube.  

The torsion is controlled by the movement of two stepper 
motors. One of the stepper motors is fixed to the base of the 
machine, allowing the holder to rotate only around a fixed axis. 
The other motor is fixed to a moving base, allowing the holder 
to rotate while moving along a linear track. Figure 7 shows the 
mechanism. 

The torque measurement is made using a ±45º strain gauge 
attached to the shaft of the specimen holder ring. The strain 
gauge in connected to a signal amplifier HX711, that delivers 
the information to a User Interface using an Arduino based 
microcontroller. 

Before testing, each holder is calibrated. The calibration 
procedure consists on fixing a rod, with a known length, to the 
holder and placing a calibrated weight on its end (Figure 9). 
The torque is determined mathematically and the output from 

the electronic system is recorded. The next step is to place, in 
the same location, another calibrated weight, so the system 
output can be sensed and recorded. This step has to be 
repeated until the estimated torsion value is reached 
corresponds to that of the calibrated weights. Once all the data 
is collected, a simple linear, quadratic or higher order 
regression has to be applied to fit the data and obtain the 
torque equation for this particular system. 

 
Figure 9. Calibration method using a rod and a calibrated weight. 

 Output Comparison 
The experimental procedure was repeated for three valid 
experiments, with different test specimens. A representative 
curve of the torque-angle measurement is shown in Figure 10 
and compared to the numerical prediction, revealing a good 
agreement between both results. It is possible to observe 
some irregularities in the experimental curve, which do not 
exist in the numerical prediction. This difference is caused by 
the use of the two stepper motors, which do not allow a 
continuous movement, but rather a movement caused by a 
series of small increments. This factor, in conjunction with the 
existence of friction, causes some irregularities in the 
experimental torque-angle curve. The maximum torque values 
observed during the different experimental tests are reported in 
Table 2, indicating consistent results with an average deviation 
of 0.06.  
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Figure 10. Torque applied to an elastic-hinge as a function of the 
folding angle. 

Table 2. Maximum torque according to experimental and numerical 
results. 

 
Maximum torque 

(N.m) 

Experimental 
results 

Sample 1 5.25 

Sample 2 5.33 
Sample 3 5.16 

Average 5.25 
Average deviation 0.06 

Numerical results 5.14 

 Design and Optimization 
This section describes the design and optimization process of 
the composite deployable arm, including: the design variables, 
objective function, selected optimization algorithms, internal 
parameters selected for each algorithm and an analysis of the 
obtained outputs. 

Section 7.1 describes the design variables used. This includes 
a description of the possible geometries that can be obtained, 
by means of the selected parametrization, and a definition of 
the design space. 

The description of the objective function (section 0) explains 
how the information obtained from the numerical models is 
utilized to explore and improve possible solutions. 

The section dedicated to the optimization process (7.3) 
explains how a genetic algorithm and a particle swam 
optimization method were combined. In this integration, 
advantage was taken from their respective discrete and 
continuous natures to develop an optimization process divided 
in a global and local search. This enables a quick overview of 
the design space, followed by a detailed search in the 
neighbourhood of the most promising solution.  

Finally, the last section (¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de 
la referencia.) reports the process used to select the internal 
parameters of the optimization algorithms. 

 Design Variables 
The considered design variables define the geometry of the 
slot and of the composite arm as a combination of geometrical 
figures. This parametrization, described in Figure 11, is 
inspired in the work reported in [13] but allows a larger number 
of possible designs and the inclusion of asymmetries, as 
shown in Figure 12.  

 
Figure 11. Visual representation of the design variables that define the 
geometry of the slot of the elastic-hinge. 

 
Figure 12. Examples of possible geometries considered by the 
parametrization used. 

In total, nine design variables were considered. These include 
the number of plies of the composite (푃 ), ply angle (퐴) and 
the following geometric variables: 

- 푹풊 – Internal radius of the tube. 
- 푹ퟏ and 푹ퟐ – Radius 1 and 2, defined as a percentage of 

푹풊; 
- 푹ퟏ풓  and 푹ퟐ풓 – Ratio between the slot’s width and 푹ퟏ or 

푹ퟐ on the center of each circle (visually described by 푊  
and 푊 , where 푊 = 푅 × 푅 , with 푛 = 1,2); 

- 푺푳 – Slot’s length, defined as the product of a scalar and 
푹풊; 

- 푺푫 – Slot’s displacement from the longitudinal axis of the 
tube. Defined as a percentage of the largest value 
between 푹ퟏ and 푹ퟐ; 

Each variable has the following minimum and maximum value, 
shown in  Table 3. These variables were mainly defined as 
percentages and ratios to ensure that the algorithm cannot 
generate impossible solutions by combining incompatible 
design values. An example of an impossible solution would be 
a slot with 푅  larger than 푅 . Avoiding these unrealistic cases 
leads to a simpler design space and a higher probability of 
success in finding the global optimum.  
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Table 3. Maximum and minimum values of each design variable. 

Variable Minimum Maximum Unit 

푹풊 20 100 mm 

푹ퟏ,푹ퟐ 15 80 % 

푹ퟏ풓,푹ퟐ풓 0.1 1.0 - 

푺푳 3 10 - 

푺푫 0 100 % 

푷풏 1 4 pair(s) 

푨 0 90 º 

 

 Objective Function 
The design process of the composite deployable arm 
considers geometrical, damage and frequency requirements. 
The geometrical requirements, such as the diameter, which 
cannot exceed 200.0mm, can be addressed by restraining the 
domain of the design variable(s), as described in section 7.1. 
The frequency requirement can be seen as another constraint, 
where solutions whose natural frequency is lower than 1.0Hz 
are rejected. These two considerations leave the minimization 
of the installed damage as the only objective of the 
optimization process and avoids the use of multi-objective 
optimization processes where the complexity is far greater. 

With this strategy in mind, the objective function was defined 
as the minimization of damage, where the damage installed in 
each possible design was estimated using the structural 
numerical model described in section 5.2. However, executing 
a structural analysis on every possible solution would lead to 
an exceedingly large computational cost. To avoid such 
situation, each candidate solution had its natural frequency 
estimated through the numerical model described in section 
5.1. If the natural frequency of a possible solution was larger 
than 1.1Hz and lower than 1.25Hz, it would be evaluated 
through a structural analysis and its performance value (푃푒푟푓) 
set equal to the maximum index resulting from the application 
of the failure criteria included in the numerical model (listed in 
section 4). If the natural frequency was not within this range, 
the performance value was set equal to a penalty factor (푃) 
and the structural analysis skipped. Equation (1)  shows the 
formula used to determine the performance value of a solution, 
while Figure 13 shows a graphic representation of the penalty 
factor as a function of the natural frequency. 

 

푃푒푟푓 = 15,      0.0 ≤ 푓 < 1.0 ∨ 1.25 < 푓 ≤ 1.5 
푃푒푟푓 = 12,      1.0 ≤ 푓 < 1.1

푃푒푟푓 = 푀푎푥(퐼퐹),     1.1 ≤ 푓 ≤ 1.25
푃푒푟푓 = 20,     1.5 < 푓 < +∞

 (1) 

 

Where 푀푎푥(퐼퐹) is the largest index of failure of the failure 
criteria included in the structural analysis (listed in section 4). 

 
Figure 13. Graphic representation of the penalty factor as a function of 
the natural frequency of the design considered. 

Solutions whose natural frequency was lower than 1.1Hz 
received a penalty factor for not meeting the frequency 
requirement. This penalty was more severe for solutions 
whose natural frequency was lower than 1.0Hz, since they 
were further away from the minimum requirement. The penalty 
applied to solutions with a natural frequency above 1.25Hz is 
justified by the proportionality between the stiffness of a 
structure and its natural frequency. The increase in natural 
frequency implicates an increase in stiffness, making the 
structure less flexible and less likely to fold without initiating 
damage. Even more severe penalties were applied to solutions 
with a frequency larger than 1.5Hz, for the same reason. 

 Optimization Process 
The optimization process considered two different optimization 
algorithms: a genetic algorithm, inspired by the theory of 
natural selection [21], [22] and a particle swarm optimization 
method, a heuristic search method inspired by the 
collaborative behavior of biological populations [23]. 
Considering the classic implementation of these algorithms, it 
is possible to classify the GA as naturally discrete and the PSO 
as naturally continuous. The implication of this nature is that a 
classic GA is more suitable to optimize discrete variables and 
that a classic PSO is more suitable to optimize continuous 
variables. Given these characteristics, the optimization process 
was divided into a global and a local search. 

The GA was applied during the global search, where only 
discrete values of each design variable were considered. This 
decision led to a reduction in the number of possible solutions 
that the optimization algorithm had to explore. Once a solution 
was found, the local search initiated. The local search 
consisted of applying the PSO method to search for an optimal 
solution in the neighbourhood of the solution found during the 
global search. The local search domain was defined by a 
±10% variation of each design variable, except for the number 
of plies, which was not included in the local search. This 
sequence of operations allows for a quick survey of the design 
space, followed by a more refined search near the optimum 
found. 
 

 Results and Discussion 
Through multiple optimization attempts, it was observed that 
the best solutions found in each attempt usually had large slot 
radiae (푅 ,푅 ) and smaller widths (푅 ,푅 ). Cases a), b) and 
c), shown in Figure 14, are examples of this scenario. 
However, these solutions did not meet the design 
requirements due to their maximum indexes of failure being 
2.01, 2.04 and 2.05, respectively. Further evaluation of the 
geometries generated by the optimization algorithm led to the 
discovery of case d), which is also representative of this 
situation and corresponds to the solution with a lower index of 
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failure (1.86), but did not to meet the natural frequency 
requirement (0.57Hz). 

The best result obtained through the optimization process is 
shown in Figure 14 e) and has a maximum index of failure of 
1.63, according to the Hashin’s failure criteria for matrix under 
compression, and a natural frequency of 1.22Hz. However, 
despite having a natural frequency higher than 1.1Hz, this 
solution fails to meet the damage requirements. The indexes of 
failure of this solution are shown in Table 4, while the design 
variables that define the geometry are shown in Table 5. 

 
Figure 14. Best solutions found through the optimization processes. 
Cases b) and c) differ slightly in the slot’s width. Case d) has a lower 
index of failure (1.86) but does not meet the frequency requirement 
(0.57Hz). Case e) is the solution with the lowest index of failure (1.63) 
that meets the frequency requirements (1.22Hz). 

 

Table 4. Indexes of failure observed according to each failure criterion. 

Criteria Initial case 
Azzi-Tsai-Hill 1.24 

Hashin 

Fibre compression 1.04 
Fibre tension 0.31 

Matrix compression 1.63 
Matrix tension 1.48 

Maximum stress 1.22 
Tsai Hill 1.25 
Tsai Wu 1.40 

Maximum index of failure 1.63 

Furthermore, by analyzing the outputs of the structural models, 
it was possible to observe two main stress concentration 
regions, highlighted in red and orange in Figure 15. It was also 
observed that the amount of damaged material (red region) 
would decrease as the radius of the slot increased. The 
location of the stress concentration points, as well as the type 
of geometry found during the optimization process, is in 
agreement with the analysis reported in [13], [31], [32], which 
found similar designs through a parametric analysis. 

 

Table 5. Variables defining the slot geometry used to compare the 
influence of the boundary conditions and of the removal of material. 
*Rounded value in mm, after obtaining the product between the 
percentage and 푹풊. 

Variable Value Unit 

푹풊 85.0 mm 

푹ퟏ 35 % 

푹ퟐ 15 % 

푹ퟏ풓 0.35 - 

푹ퟐ풓 0.65 - 

푺푳 480* mm 

푺푫 4.0* mm 

푷풏 2 pair(s) 

푨 40 º 

Additionally, it is noticeable that the solution with the lowest 
index of failure (case e) has an asymmetric design, which 
results in a stiffer region located on one end of the slot. This 
solution implies a direct relation between the boundary 
conditions, that define the folding process, and the installed 
damage initiation in the component. Therefore, the boundary 
conditions implemented in the folding process need to be 
revised in order for their effect in the damage initiation be 
minimized. 

 
Figure 15. Highlight of the stress concentration zones. The regions 
marked in red have the largest failure indexes, followed by the orange 
region. 

 

Based on these observations, it can be theorized that further 
improvements on the design, at the damage and frequency 
levels, of the elastic-hinge should be achieved by 
implementing two modifications. The first, concerning the 
boundary conditions. The loads installed on the edges of the 
tapes of the elastic hinge are the result of the rotations applied 
to each holder. Therefore, as an alternative, the folding 
process should consider the vertical displacement of the 
lowest tape, resulting in a reduction of compressive loads. The 
second modification involves the design variables in order for 
the optimization process of the slot geometry to consider 
possible removal of material from the stress concentration 
points highlighted in Figure 15. 
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 Conclusion 
This research consisted of the integration of finite element 
numerical models, used to estimate the structural performance 
and natural frequency of a deployable structure, in an 
optimization process that involved a genetic algorithm, for a 
global search followed by a particle swarm optimization 
method, for a local, more refined, search. Through this 
research, the following conclusions are summarized: 

- The numerical results obtained from the structural analysis of 
the elastic-hinge were in good agreement with the 
experimental results. 

- Analysis of the results obtained led to the identification of 
limitations of the design variables commonly used in the 
literature to design this type of structures. These variables do 
not include geometries that may minimize the stress installed 
in the deployable structure. 

- A geometry capable of reaching a natural frequency of 
1.22Hz and a maximum index of failure of 1.63 was found. 
This solutions meets the natural frequency requirement but 
initiates damage during operation, and therefore is rejected. 

- It is observed that the folding process directly affects the 
damage installed. This is the result of a non-optimized folding 
process, which translates in large compressive loads observed 
in the elastic-hinge. An alternative folding process should allow 
the reduction of damage installed and further enable the use of 
this type of methodologies. 

- Future work should look towards including geometrical 
modifications to the stress hotspot areas in the algorithm. This 
will allow the computational process to have an exponential 
new alternatives to test and provide a better assessment of the 
slot geometry as well as further optimize the damage onset 
and frequency. Therefore, fulfilling the restrict imposed design 
requirements.  
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